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BOOK: HOLY SPIRIT BY MICHAEL KOULIANOS

TURN - IN: To turn in you will email the final copy to your presence group leader. If you do not have your
presence group leaders email please email online@jesusimage.tv. If you are not in a presence group
please turn in your book report to online@jesusimage.tv.

ASSIGNMENT: Write an original report of what you’ve gathered from the assigned book. Make sure the
essence of what you’re writing covers, but is not limited to:

❖ What the author is saying?

❖ Why is the author saying it?

❖ How and why will you apply it to your life?

Please engage thoughtfully and meaningfully with the information you’ve read. We expect you to dig in and
wrestle with the content from the Holy Spirit. Reflect on what you’ve learned, how the book impacted you, what
questions you have come up in while reading, and the conclusion you're coming to in light of the material. Write
what you’ve uncovered.

FORMAT: 1000-1500 words, 1.5 spacing, with 12-point font. Please include a cover page with your title, full
name, presence group leader and date. Word count is required at the bottom of the last page.

*if you do not have a presence group leader you do not have to put anything down for the presence group
leader.

VISION TO PONDER: Michael’s vision for the reader is that they become more intimate with the Holy Spirit.
To see how vital the Holy Spirit is when it comes to knowing Jesus. Thoughtfully consider the following
questions:

❖ How have you ministered to Jesus’ heart as you’ve meditated on the pages of the Holy
Spirit?

❖ Have you recognized the ways you tend to feel the Holy Spirit
more?

❖ Michael honors the people who have become friends with Holy Spirit and who have impacted his life in
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the chapter “Stewards of the Holy Spirit.” Take some time to honor the people who have spoken into
your life who are also friends with the Holy Spirit. When you look at their friendship with Holy Spirit,
what

hunger is stirred within you?

❖ Have you become aware of the gifts of the Sevenfold Spirit that you carry? Which ones are your most

dominant? Which ones do you desire to grow in this year? Please describe.
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